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FLOW SET
OOn the same form, another movement, a more 
unpredictable one, was depicted by our designer 
Erika Éles-Varga, called the “Flow with koi carps”. 
The symbolism of fish has a universal meaning. The 
koi carp symbolizes endurance and strength of 
character as well as wisdom, knowledge, 
longevity and loyalty. The koi fascinates those who 
wawatch it while swimming as its movement follows a 
sense of elegance. This dynamics and flow in the 
water as almost spiral movement inspired our 
designer. The fish appearing in the decoration are 
clearly moving upwards, one after another. Their 
fragile rhythm almost forming a circle represents 
infinity and harmony. The gesture-like painting 
bbased on a single brush stroke is impulsive and 
mysterious. Black koi fish represent male force 
that is broken by a red koi referring to a woman. 
The depiction of two different movements and 
infinity on the same form prove Herend’s expertise!

4 SEASONS
EEverything in the world is changing, everything is moving. 
Some things in a regular cycle, some things in a predictable 
way and there are things that move absolutely unpredictably. 
It is challenging and almost impossible to depict the movement 
statically. However, Herend masters did this with two 
different decorations on the same form collection since the 

impossible does not exist in Herend.

OOne of the novelties captures the eternal cycle of nature and 
the changing seasons. The design seems infinitely simple, but is 
extremely emphatic: a branch, which is full of flowers in 
spring, ripens fruits in summer, has leaves turning yellow in 
autumn, and waits bare for the new spring in winter so that 
the cycle can begin again. The natural, perfectly true-to-life, 
sleek painting solely intends to illustrate this eternal cycle in 

ththe most realistic manner.




